From the Desk of Chairman CCMT-2020
Dear prospective students,
Let me take this opportunity to congratulate every one of you for
your splendid success in the Graduate Aptitude Test in
Engineering (GATE). By qualifying GATE in the year 2018,
2019, or 2020, you have now become eligible to participate in
CCMT 2020. Wish you the very best for the admission process
and may you get the Institute of your choice.
Malaviya National Institute of Technology (MNIT) Jaipur is the organizing Institute for
CCMT-2020 (Centralized Counselling for M.Tech./M.Arch./M.Plan. Admissions -2020) this
year. Based on the valid GATE score, admissions will be made for NITs, some IIITs and
GFTIs to Master of Engineering / Technology / Architecture / Planning Programs through
this centralized counselling process.
Our aim is to provide the best Technical Education opportunities to the maximum number of
students and to fill all the available seats in the country’s coveted institutions through a fair
and transparent process. I am in no doubt that with better coordination and support from all
stakeholders, MNIT Jaipur would be able to fill the maximum number of seats in the
participating institutes and help students to fulfil their dreams. This year, CCMT-2020 team
shall go the extra mile to provide the utmost convenience to the students and other
stakeholders by introducing a new feature of online document verification. For this purpose,
after seat allotment, the candidates will be required to upload the needful documents. Thus,
the CCMT-2020 will enormously increase the overall convenience of candidates in the wake
of requirement of social distancing due to Covid-19 outbreak.

The aspiring candidates are requested to go through the Information Brochure (having
detailed process, schedule, flow chart, etc.), list of participating Institutes, seat matrix,
eligibility matrix, FAQ, etc. Available on the website. On behalf of the participating Institutes
and CCMT, I once again wish all the eligible candidates and other stakeholders a successful
counselling. Jai Hind.
Prof. Udaykumar R. Yaragatti
Chairman CCMT-2020
Director, MNIT, Jaipur

